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Physical (and mental) disabilities/impairments range affect us at different points in our lives. They affect us in different ways and may require additional 
accommodations to allow us to function independently. Some impairments are brief; some are lifelong. These impairments can significantly affect our ability to 
use public transportation services.



The transportation systems may aspire to provide service to all users. Still, their ability to deliver on this is limited by resources (time, money, people, etc.), and 
additional factors are out of their control, i.e., construction outside stations.



Many people move through the stations every day, and virtually all of them carry mobile devices connected to the internet. What if we could utilize crowd-sourced 
information to provide almost real-time updates to transportation system infrastructure status so that users with impairments could reliably foresee impediments 
to their journey?



Accessibility



Less than 25 percent of the subway system is accessible to people with physical disabilities—or people lugging strollers or suitcases, for that matter. “New York 
City is just stuck,” says Susan Dooha, the executive director of the Center for Independence for the Disabled, which is currently in the midst of several lawsuits 
against the transit authority. “They now need to bite the bullet and do it.” Presently, people with limited mobility can only really travel between the few stations with 
elevators, and then find other forms of transportation, like a bus, to get to their actual destination. Sometimes, though, they get off the train only to discover the 
station elevator is out of service. They’re then forced to get back on the train and try for another stop, call the fire department to carry them out, or, Dooha says, 
even crawl up the stairs. Faced with substandard services, a woman died in January trying to maneuver her child, who was in a stroller, down the subway steps.



In its new capital plan, the MTA earmarks $5.2 billion for station accessibility. Specifically, it plans to add elevators and ramps at 66 stations, and ensure that 
customers are “no more than [two] stations away from an accessible station” at any point in the trip. “We appreciate movement forward,” Dooha says, but the plan 
is “too little, too late.” The center will continue its lawsuit in pursuit of a “binding resolution” that would give a court the right to hold the MTA accountable.



Special cars



Of course, not everybody wants to listen in on your phone call. The MTA could consider adapting Japan’s controversial women’s-only cars into something better 
suited to the needs of New Yorkers. Quiet cars, where people aren’t allowed to talk, or family cars, where children are allowed to scream, could make passengers of 
all stripes more comfortable.



Autopay



The MTA began rolling out autopay options on buses and subways in May. Riders can now tap-to-pay through the OMNY system, which accepts a variety of digital 
payment options (including wallet apps like Apple Pay) installed on your mobile phone. The transaction is supposed to be easier and faster than older methods, 
where a fumbled card-swipe can quickly turn into a turnstile bottleneck, but it’s not yet available to all riders. Discounted fares, like those for students, aren’t yet 
eligible for tap-to-pay. And people who don’t have bank or credit cards or smartphones can’t participate yet. The MTA plans to address these problems by releasing 
a reusable OMNY card (similar to Oyster Cards in London or Orca Cards in Seattle). It will allow people to load a cash balance like existing MetroCards, but still use 
the tap-to-pay function. Unfortunately, it’s not due until 2021.



Congestion pricing



Whether it’s bicycle lanes, better sidewalks for pedestrians, or a complete overhaul of the subway system, infrastructure costs money. So who’s paying? At least 
part of the funding, says Sam Schwartz, aka “Gridlock Sam,” comes from congestion pricing.



For decades, Schwartz and other activists have pushed the city to tax drivers for their contributions to clogged streets. In 2017, Governor Andrew Cuomo 
announced his support for the measure. The city’s first tax on vehicles went into effect in February. All for-hire cars beneath 90th Street in Manhattan must pay a 
small fee—$2.75 for rideshare vehicles like Uber and Lyft and $2.50 for taxis—for every trip within, into, or out of the zone. A second measure, to tax all cars 
beneath 60th Street in Manhattan, will be announced in November 2020, and go into effect the following year. Schwartz estimates the charge will be in the range of 
$12 to $15 per vehicle each day the driver enters or exits the zone.



The benefit of congestion pricing is two fold. First, a portion of these tax dollars will be devoted to public transportation. “$50 billion would not be possible without 
congestion pricing,” Schwartz says of the MTA’s sizable capital investment plan. Drivers are literally paying to support and expand bus and subway services and 
bicycle lanes. The second perk is that congestion pricing reduces traffic. People aren’t so inclined to take a Lyft when it comes with a substantive surcharge. By 
taking cars off the road, Schwartz says, city officials are not only improving shared services, but reducing emissions and accidents.



New York will always be a bustling city. But with these investments and innovations, its citizens might one day get to work on time, and in one piece.
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Kevin: Consultant 



Just arrived in New York and want to travel by public transportation. The waiting time for 
public transportation is too long. I hope there is software that can help me plan public 
transportation reasonably.



Age: 28

Status: Single 

Salary: 80k-105k 



Goals:
 Reasonable planning of traffic route
 The fastest way to get to work





Marco:Software Developer  



I often come to New York for business, but I am very unfamiliar with the traffic conditions here, and 
I often get lost in various subway entrances.



Age: 20

Status: Single 

Salary: 124k-140k 



Goals:
 Know the route in the subway statio
 Find the nearest subway station





Frank: Retiree



I have poor legs and I need a portable device to help me get around. But sometimes elevators or 
other portables are being repaired and I need to walk a lot more to detour.



Age: 68

Status: Married 

Salary: N/A



Goals:
 Know the arrival time of the subway and transportatio
 Find out the status of nearby facilitie
 Better shorten and plan time to destination
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